
CHAPTER II 

COMPLEX MILLER - GOOD METHOD 
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IIo1e Introduction 

Tpe JWKB .semiclassical approximation js one ot 

the most versatile .tecbni ques of· quantum_ mechanic~. The 

a,ttplicabil~ty of the m~thod,-however, could not be tully 

exploited because· ·of a· serious dra"t<Iback ·which shows up at· 

·the cla~sical turning poi~ts, -i.e. points where the classical 

velocity of th• particle vmQ.sbes. Unfo~tunately~ c.las$ical 

turning_ points appear in m~st probl~s ·of physical interest. 

In a scattering event, the incident wave is retlec~ed from 

at least one turning· point, whereas for a bOUnd state, there 

are at least two turning points. The JWKB wave function 

becomes singular ·at these points.-~n order to get a finite 

wave fUnction, one h~s to m&ke use of the connection formula 

A.~ross th~ turnlng point •. Also,-· the correction terms of 
" 'l. 

h:i.gber order in il. diverge badly ·at the turning points •. 

The method i~ suitable for potential~ which vary so slowly 

that tbe_momentum of the particle remains nearly constant 

over many wavelengths. The method-obviously fails wbe~ the 

-particle energy is low. 
' To overcome these difficu~ties, Miller and 

Good1 .proposed a modifi~ation of the JWKB method. The 

method has been developed~further by a number of workers, 

Rosen 

Berey 

and Yennie2 ,· Lu ·and Measure3, Wald and Lu4 and 

and Mount5·. The first· step in ·this method is to ~ 
' . . 

choose· a •model eqUation_• which t's exactly solvable and 

also simiiar to the e~ation to be ·solved. The solutions 

ot both the_ equations abo~d have similar beb~viour 



asymptotically. It is the difference in their asymptotic 

phases which will be determined by a semiclassical appro

ximation. It i.s no longer necessary to use any connection 

formula across the turning·points~ 

The generalized Miller - Good method even with 

only the first order correction te~ is fairly accurate. 

This h~s been tested for real potentials by a number of 

authors6• 7 ' 8 • ·In the next. chapter we .shall. also consider 
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a few simple cases to exhibit the accuracy and the efficacy 

of the method. The application of the method to a complex 

potential, however, n'eeds further consideration. The role 

of complex trajectories in the semiclassical approach 
' . 

has been a subject of intensive stu~ by Balian and 

Bloch9, Knoll and Schaeffer10 , Koeling and Malfliet11, 
12 13 . . Rowley and Marty , Brink and fagikawa and a number of 

14 . 
other authors • Their results are not,in general, directly 

appli~able to the complex Miller-Good (CMG) method~ In the 

latter case, .. only the difference in phases are .determined 

by the semiclassical method, while in the former, the 

phase shift is determined directly. However~ the role of 

complex trajectories in.the Miller-Good method remains 

to be studied. 
' 

The presentat;i.on will be as follows. The 

method has been briefly reviewed in section II.2. In 

.s.ection II .3, we shall con~ider a generali.zation of the 

method for a compl~x potential,· with special reference 

to a Woods-Saxon potential. 



llo2• Miller-Good method tor a Real potential 

•·· 
Let us assume that it is possible to write 

the Sohro4fnger radial. eq~ation tor the problem as 

. . 
'2 t1 •(y) ( d 

+ )' G (y) -' o. - -
dy2 1\2-. 

••• (2.1) 

Consider gnother equation 

( 
d2 t2 (s) 

) ( s) + u = o, 
ds2 1i'1-

••• (2.2) 

which p_enui ts ~ 6M~t. solution. We· shall oall eq,uation 

(2 .2) a •model ·equation 1 . for the problem, p~ovided t 1 (y) 

and t 2(s) are 1sim1lar 1 in the following senses 
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(i) They should have eqmal number of turning points, 
-

i.e. for every real physical Yt, wh~ch.~es t 1(yt) = o, 
there should be a reai. physical .st giving. t2 ( st> ~ 0. 

-
It is .also desirable that the tWo functions should have the 

same numb~r of extrema, a condition which is useful when 

higher order corrections are taken into account. .(' 

. (2') . . Thetko fUnctions should have similar behaviour 

near the respective singular points. However, fairly accu- . . . ' . 

rate phase shifts can be obtained· in some cases, even when 

this condition. is not satistie·d, particularly in cases 

whe~_e,· the singularity. is in the. classi~ally inaccessible 

tos:iou.. We •hall return to tbis po:l.n_"t later on~ 

2 4 APR 1985. 



· If both· the~e condi t·ions are satisfied one 

oonside:J;"s a transformation· T (y) so that 

G (y) a T (y) u [ • (y)]. • •• (2.3) 

where s is considered to' be a. tunction of. Yo SUb

stituting ·(2.3) into equa.tion (2.1) and .mak~ng use o:f 

the. equation (2.2), we &et the consistency condition 

s'2to· - t1 = -n'l.. !'' ... , ••• (2.4) 
T 

~&.nd 

T' ·- 1 s•• r = - ·- ·• 2 . s •. -
·~·(2.5) 

where the primes im~ly differentiation w.r.t. the . 

respective·a~guments. A solution of (2.5) is found 

easily 

.T 1 = ,_....;;,___ .. ••• (2.6) 

Substitution o.~ (2.6) into t~e equation (2.4). gives - ' 

. . '1- ' s '· ,2 . 
1i4 ·[3 .--;f 

8 
-

. S I II , 

2-]. 
S I. 

••• (2.7) 

We may now expand s (y) and t 2 (-s) in powers of. 112.. 

3.D.d consider terms up_to ~a given ;order in . li2.. to satisfy 

~he condition(2.7). Thus the condition can be t·1rttten 

16 
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. , ·as follows• 

\ i) to the lowest order in n~ 'I 

••• (2.8) 

which may be integrated to obtain· 

5 

= s jt2(s)_ ds 

. St . 

••• (2 .• 9) 

'·· 

where .Yt• st ·are the respective classical turning points. 

. (ii) The concti. tion (2.7), up to terms of order 11 '2-

becomes 
~. . 

S r1 cl~ 
~t. 

.. 

II 

b:_) cAs 
p 2..'2. . ' 

... (~.10) 

••• (2.11) 

The integrals in (2.10) appear to be divergent at the 

iower limit, i.e. at the tur~ing ·points. Of-course, the 

divergence.may be eliminated in some_cases by following 
. . '14 . . 

the· method ot Bertocchi et al , which consists in con-
. . 

verting the integrals in (2.10). into contour integrals 



l 
' . 
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J.~ the · s (or y) planes. The choice of the co~tour is 
-

as follows• One takes .a contour from oc - i E tO oO +if , 
' ' 

going rouild the turning po~nt_in ~clockwise direction. 

On integrating b,y parts· and using the result 
. 00 -4-i~ .QO +iE 

':f u. dw. _ Li-m [ u. w 1 . __ . ...:. ( w d u. 
/'~Q DC-IE J 
-==- oc-iE 

··(2-.i2.) 

repeatedly, we can eliiuinate the Pt from the denominator • 

. Going back .to the origin~ contour, we obtain, upto_ terms 

of order n 2- , 

~ ' 

'' .r lt, ( "j) dllj 
~t 

+ ;: S~l t,J; t,c~) d'j 
' ~t . - . 

+ t "- ( 
5
£) [t,_l j t'l.( s) ds , 

1~ j ' ' 
- - St . 

. . . (2..t3) 
where 

t!" ti " t"' 1. 
-4r 

+ ' 
• • •• (2.14) 

t!' t•" ' i 

the primes indi_cating the number of tim¢s the functions 

are·. differentiated w.r. t. their respective arguments • 

While the relation -(2.14) does not have Pt in the 

hli. d~ominator~ the problem is solved only if r does not 
/ 

. ' ' 
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have any zero within the range of integration. If ~~ 

does have an extremum, one may still try to evaluate the 

int~gral, exclutiing the singularity
4

• It way be empha-

sized -that the singularity appears only because one is 

considering only upto a given order of t\1. • If it 

were possible to consider all terms of ·~11 orders, the 

sin~ularity will cancei out. 

(iii) Upto terms o:r order n4 , one may write 

' !) '2- ~ 4 "j 

~ J t\t~) d~ +- ~2- S ~ [t,jf t,(~) dj - 1~40 5 G (tJv-ttjJd":1 
'jt. Jt ~t 

rs 1.(<; . h4 rs 
- J V t.

2
(S) dS + rz_ J ae~~V t2-(S) d<; 1440 ) G.,~l.) yt.l.(S) cls 

S-~: St .St 

+ 

+ 

.... (2..i5) 

is given by equation (2.14) and 
:sm: 3lL :n:. 'jL Ill Til :L 

s -\:i. 44-\::L. ti. + 76 -ti.. tl + 47 lt 

.:L 

I 3 
t· l-

11,2 

t.4 
L 

/Ill /II II til 3 
222 tt t· + 6,80 ti t\ -t-l + 140 tt \ 

i:~ 5" 
l 

15"4-0 t'!l ~ t~t.2 Ill/ II 3 
+ 8f0 t. -{:. 

/.. L c. l 

I 6 
+· (.. 

Ill /I 4 II 6 
.2205 -t· -t· 735' -tl . /.. L -l':f t~ s ' 1;:. 

t. c. 

... (2.16) 
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\-Ji th -

••• (2..11) 

It may be useful· to indicate. how the consistency condit~on 

leads to the determination of the phase shi~t, relevant 

. for the .equation _(2.1). Suppose the asymptotic b4(thaviour 

of the functions G(y) and u(s) are written as& 

and 

G (y) ~ Sin .(Y + ~-i (y) + 0'- ) 
":j~«l 

u(s) ~ Sin ( ~· + :t2 ( s) + ~ ) • 
s----':> oC 

••• (2.18) 

0 •• (2.19) 

Since, b.f:assumption the ~wo so~utions have similar beha• 

vi ours at infinity' one may write · 

CJ = 6 + Lim (s - y + t 2(s) - t 1(y)) · 
'~~0() 

s~oc 

••• (2.20) 

The right-hand side can.be dete~ined ~rom the-consistency 

condition upto a given. order o~ .· 1\ '2.. o Some applications 

ot this method Will be considered in subsequent chapters. 



11.3. ·General:-ization for complex potentials 

' t,; 
-:i .. 1 
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The Miller-Goo~ method outlined in the last section 

~annot be.generalized for complex potentials in a straight

't.\..>rward manner. The difficulty stems· mostly ·:rroo,. the fact 

· that the turning points are in general complex and also 

too many in number. With a Woods-Saxon potential, which. 

i.s commonly used in the optical model treatment of heavy 

ion collisions, the situation is even worse, there being 

an infinite number of .turning poil;l ts .due -to 'the complex 

.Poles of the Woods-Saxon fUnction. One has to decide if 

all or only some of them will contribute and also to tind 
J . < ~ • • • ' • • 

out how to combine these contributions in· calculating the 

phase shiftso 

The first.attempt to study the complex potential 

was rather ·casual. Instead of writing for the wave vector· 

~ 

[.r L(L + 1)· 21-' 
1 'V1 >] >.' K (r) == - r2 (VR + 

""'2.. 
.• ~.(2.21) 

one expands-and keeps te~s upto ~irst orde~ in V1 • The 

resulting JWKB •xpression. for the phase shifts involves. 

1 integration over the real path from the classical · 

tu:ru.ing points, determine.d entir~ly by the real potent1f!Ll, 

the imaginar,y part contributing only a damping factor to 
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-each of the partial \waves. The app:toxima tion seems· to be 

reliable for a small absorptiono However, as the· energy 

increases, more and more inelastic channels open up, making 

this treatment completely unsuitable. It was, therefore, 

neces~ar.y to look for an alternative way of studying 

complex potentials in the semiclassical approach. 
. 11 

Koeli:rig and Iv!alfliet studied this problem and 

suggest~d a generalization of the semiclassical method which 

includes contributions from all possible complex trajectories. 

Knoll and. sci1aeffer10 have studied the problem analytically_ 

anll slluwe(i ·Lu~•t iL is not :necessnry to coasiller all the com-

plex trajectories. Although the results of Knoll and Schaeffer 

a~e not directly ap~licable to the Miller-Good method, it 

will be useful to recall some of their results. 'rt1e relative 

importance of the contributions for sinr;le reflections from 

different turning points and of possible multi 1)le reflections 

c<.!.n ·be estimated follow-ing their analysiso 'l'hoir prescrip-

tions cannot be given in simple mathematical expressions and 

may even be difficult to use in some cases. In the case of 

one dimensional _problems, one has to study the topology of 

Stokes lines around the turning'points anci in cases of 

~ligher dimensions one has to consider the topology of saddles, 

' 
Lileir positions and heights. But in cases of interest to 

·us, i.~. heavy ion scattering, the topological structure 

11ill remain almost unchanged in the range of l·aboratory 

energies ancl :for any standard model for the optical pQ ten tial. . ·\ 
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It has been ·shown that in most of the cases only a few of the 

complex trajectories make dominant contributionso 

We consider a specific example to emphasize the 

point. Let us consider 16o - 160 sc~ttering in which the 

. nuclear potential is given by a:. Woods-Saxon function 

-(V+iW) 

=----------------
, ••• (2.22) 

1 (-
r-R) + exp· 

a 

with V:: 50 Mev, and W = 20 Mev, R = 6.05 fm and 

a = 0.6 fm. If we consider only the real part of the 

potential including the centrifugal term, the potential 

has a pocket for some low values of L, but it ·decreases 

monotonically :for a large L. One, therefore, gets one 

.real turning point r 1 at high energies, but three real 

turning points r 1 )'' r l / r 2 at lower energies. The 

. ti t th t 1 1 py 15 
transl. on energy be ween e wo cases s g ven 

( for a LL R ·) 

••• (2.23) 

which for the values chosen is given by E ~ 55 ~iev. I:t 0 . 

·we now include· the a~sorpti ve part, the real ··turning point 

r 1 moves into the complex plane, but two other complex 

turning points r 2• r 3 also appear. While for larger -L values, 

only:the complex trajectory from r 1 contributes, at lower L 
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values, coutributions from both r 1 and r 2 will have to be 

consideredo This.is the case even at lower energies. This 

..,nows clefirly that one cannot simply continue the formula 

... or real trajectories into the.complex plane to account 

for ·the absorptive part of the potential. no,vever, there 

is -some simplification if the absorption is fairly strong. 

The turning point r 2 . is usually well 'dthin the poten-

tial so that the reflected wave from r 2 is heavily 

damped. This leaves the contribution from the outer turn-
. ' 

ing point as the dominant one. Knoll and Schaeffer assert 

that for a fairly good approximation one nee(!s consider 

only the ou;;er turning_point. r 1 , if the absorptive poten

tial is strong. In chapter IV of this thesis we shall 

consider heavy ion scattering in which the prescription 

of Knoll and Schaeffer will be useful. 

The observation of Knoll and Schaeffer 

makes it easy to generalize the ~tiller-Good method for 

a realistic· heavy ion scattering. We need to locate the 

,Juter turning point r 1 and evaluate the integrals 

vccuring in the expressions (2.13) along a complex 

trajectoryo The contour is then distorted without 

crossing any singularity of t 1 (y) as s_hown in.Fig.2.1. 

The method is applied to various pro-blems in the follow

ing chapters. The simplicity.ot this prescription makes 

it possible to obtain. if 2- correction term also by a 

simple calculation. It should be emphasized that neglect 

of the contribution from r 2 introduces an error and 

this ~Y make any higher order calculation meaningless. 



Figo 2o1• The distorted contour for path intigration. 
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